7. CMOM Rules & Regulations

1. NO EATING OR DRINKING IN CMOM
   - The museum has a strict no-food-or-drink policy, so never eat or drink anything in front of the visiting children and/or parents. CMOM has been lenient in allowing us to bring snacks and coffee into the testing classroom when there are no participants present, but if any of their staff mentions anything, please be respectful of their space.

2. BE ON TIME!
   - Museum shifts are an important responsibility of working at CDSC. Both the RAs and the supervisors working at CMOM should make sure that everyone's time and effort is respected by arriving to your shifts on time.

3. Dress Code
   - Attire is casual, but must be appropriate for interacting with parents (see lab manual for more details)

4. ID Badges
   - NYU Researcher badges must be worn at all times while in CMOM - NYU ID's on a lanyard must be worn at all times while in CMOM
   - Check in with security guard each time you enter
   - A weekly list of each RA working at the museum will be with security

5. NEVER be alone with a child!!
   - Sometimes after entering the room with their child, the parent leaves to get another child or alert the other guardian where they are. If this happens, pause the study, and allow the child to play in the room and leave the door open until a guardian returns.

6. Reporting Injuries
   - If a child gets hurt/sick during our study find any CMOM employee on the floor with a walkie talkie and report the injury to them. They will notify the supervisor.

7. Storage Space
   - We have a designated storage space in CMOM; make sure ALL equipment and stimuli are placed in this space if you are the last shift of the day.

8. CMOM Entrance
   - Make sure to enter through the blue awning entrance of CMOM, do not use the main entrance families enter through.